
THE PRINCESS CONSORT HAS A LETHAL DESTINY 

 

Chapter 1132: The More He Thought About It, the Angrier He Got 

Almost no one could hear the last three words. 

 

Xie Qiao felt guilty and tried to make up for it in her heart. 

 

‘Dear mother, I’m really sorry...’ 

 

This eldest brother of hers was too fierce and scary. Just by staring at her so fiercely, she felt that her 

bones were trembling as if she was going to die.. 

 

“Sisters? I will really beat you up!” Xie Pinggang was about to punch her! 

 

He just raised his fist and was about to punch Xie Qiao, he hit Zhao Xuanjing’s shoulder. 

 

Xie Pinggang was stunned. 

 

The next moment, he knelt down. 

 

Not only did he kneel down, Xiao Yurong and the others also knelt down beside him. 

 

His Highness’ precious body was damaged! 

 



Sang You could not help but roll his eyes at Xie Pinggang again. Why did not this martial artist know how 

to retract his attack? His Highness’ shoulder would be in pain for days after this punch! 

 

Moreover, from what he said, the person in front of him was not his eldest senior sister, but his younger 

sister? 

 

However, if it was his younger sister, they could just talk it out nicely. What was the rush? 

 

Right, where did his eldest senior sister go? 

 

Sang You became more and more confused. 

 

Zhao Xuanjing’s sudden appearance to block Xie Pinggang gave Xie Qiao a fright. She quickly frowned 

and asked, “Does it hurt?” 

 

“It’s okay.” Zhao Xuanjing frowned slightly. 

 

It hurt. 

 

How could it not hurt? Xie Pinggang was famous for his strength. 

 

Xie Pinggang’s punch might not have landed on Xie Qiao, but if this foolish brother-in-law got angry and 

really did something, Xie Qiao might be bedridden for half a month. 

 

“Did you catch her?” Zhao Xuanjing stared at Xie Pinggang and asked. 

 



“I just held her... this little sister of mine actually lied to me! Your Highness, you should call the shots for 

me, right? I thought she was staying in the Crown Prince’s residence obediently, but I didn’t expect her 

to come here. She doesn’t want to live anymore!” Xie Pinggang quickly shouted. 

 

“She is my wife. I didn’t say anything about it,” Zhao Xuanjing said faintly. 

 

“But she’s my sister!” Xie Pinggang replied subconsciously. 

 

“Then, do you think the relationship between husband and wife is closer, or the relationship between 

brother and sister is closer?” Zhao Xuanjing asked him sinisterly. 

 

Of course brother and sister were closer! 

 

He and Xie Qiao came from the same womb. No matter who she lied to, she should not have lied to him. 

It was fine if she lied to him, but what did she do? She was disguised as Mo Chusheng! 

 

That was right, the most infuriating thing was that she was disguised as Mo Chusheng! 

 

He was the eldest brother, the leader of the entire Xie family. Other than his useless father, all the 

younger members of the family should listen to his commands and teachings. They could not go against 

his orders! 

 

However, Xie Qiao… 

 

At this moment, countless images appeared in Xie Pinggang’s mind. 

 

In each of the images, there was a simple and honest version of himself who had a look of admiration 

for this unfathomable master… 



 

In the past, he had worshiped the master. 

 

Now, it was as if... he worshiped his own younger sister? 

 

In front of his own younger sister, he kept saying that Xie Qiao was useless and was not as formidable as 

the master?! 

 

This was not how he taught his younger sister! Now that Xie Qiao had been praised by him, she must 

have thought that she was incredible and that she could fly into the sky! 

 

The more he thought about it, the angrier he got! 

 

Xie Pinggang’s face reddened in anger. 

 

Zhao Xuanjing also knew that Xie Pinggang was angry. It would not be good if he stood in the middle. 

The siblings would have to communicate with each other in the future. 

 

“Minister Xie, get up.” Zhao Xuanjing’s tone suddenly softened. He helped Xie Pinggang up. “I 

understand your feelings. In fact... I’m even angrier than you!” 

 

Xie Qiao took a step back. 
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